
What others say about their workshop experience 

“Thank you so much for all your work today. The wonderful range of results is all down to your very 

expert tuition. Everyone seems to have enjoyed the day. I do hope that you are not too exhausted by 

all your efforts for us.” Norfolk and Norwich Art Circle 

“Thank you so much for such an interesting day and also for giving me so much personal 

encouragement. I am definitely going to practice abstraction.”  HP 

“Thank you for yesterday. Your help and support meant a lot. Despite lack of skill I really enjoyed it.”  

CM 

“Everyone enjoyed the day even though we were all out of our comfort zones. I shall certainly try 

some more in this style and bigger!!”  MP 

“Thank you for a very enjoyable day.  With all workshops one takes away one or two really useful 

ideas on how to progress, and your workshop provided many which I plan to implement.”   DW 

“Thank you for a great workshop! Really came away inspired & felt that I had learned a lot, I will 

continue to practice in this genre as I love it as challenging as it is. Will look forward to coming along 

to more workshops.” VFM 

“Thank you for a fun workshop yesterday. Don't think I'll ever make an abstract artist but I did enjoy 

making a 'mess' if not actual 'stuff'!!”  ST 

“I very much enjoyed the workshop which gave me a good refresher on the colour wheel and colour 

mixing. At last I've got it!  Also, fun to meet new painters. Thank you for the time, effort and 

enthusiasm you put into these workshops, everyone enjoys them.” SH 

“Thank you for the workshop on Saturday – I enjoyed it immensely and found the rapid life drawing 

particularly “releasing”.” KJ 

“Thanks Malcolm, it was a really good day, with lots of information. I really enjoyed it”.VG 

“I thoroughly enjoyed your workshop and your great tuition.  It took me out of my comfort zone 

which is good.” JB 

“A short note to thank you for your workshop yesterday. Both interesting and inspirational and as 

always, I learned a LOT!”  SH 

 

 

 


